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Editorial Statement and Permissions

Shakespeare’s Hamlet (1604)

This Digital Book was edited and produced by undergraduate English Educa-
tion major Kaitlyn Blake in collaboration with the Publications Unit at Illinois 

State University in Bloomington-Normal, Illinois. 2020. 
This book is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution -ShareAlike 4.0

International license (CC BY-SA 4.0)
 

Huntington Library Copy
This edition of Hamlet (1604) was created from digital images of 
Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California. RB 69305.

THE Tragicall Historie of HAMLET, Prince of Denmarke. 
By William Shakespeare. Newly imprinted and enlarged to almost as much 

againe as it was, according to the true and perfect Coppie. At LONDON, Print-
ed by I[ames] R[oberts] for N[icholas] L[ing] and are to be sold at his shoppe 

vnder Saint Dunstons Church in Fleetstreet. 1604. 
Signatures: [A]² (-A1) B-N⁴ O²

The Huntington Digital Library indicates that this copy of Hamlet (1604) has 
the “binding signed by Macdonald” and is “inlaid; trimmed at head.”

Shakespeare in Sheets Editing
In the process of editing this playbook, catchwords and signatures that were 
missing, cropped, or difficult to read have been replaced in modern typeface 

and placed in brackets. The signature O2 was mis-signed G2 in the 1604 quar-
to; the error was preserved during editing for historical accuracy. The title page 

has two manuscript annotations, which we have preserved. The first is from 
1789 when John P. Kemble collated the quarto. The second note on the title 

page indicates that this is the “First Edition,” which was true for Kemble at the 
time. In 1823, a 1603 edition of Hamlet was discovered, making the 1604 quar-
to the second edition of the play. On L4v, the last line on the page was cropped 

and descenders were added by hand; these additions were retained. 

Acknowledgements are due to Henry E. Huntington Library for the use of 
their digital images. The images used can be found at 

https://cdm16003.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15150coll3/id/1557

For more Shakespeare in Sheets projects, see 
https://about.illinoisstate.edu/shakespeareinsheets/

Dedicated to the Blake family for their love and support. 
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